
This is the area we are
focusing on in today's session:

Welcome to the 
Egleston Square Redesign Office Hours.

Thanks for joining us.

How did we get here?

Here are examples of the
types of facilities we'll be

talking about.

This is our concept design!
What are your thoughts?

Seniors in
Rodgerson

Isn't Boylston
terribly

narrow? Hard
to share with

cars

Would there still be
parking on both sides of
the street on Boylston in
this scenario? Because as

you note, it's  a very
narrow street

Traffic calming
on Amory Street
would be great-

regardless of
what the official
bike route ends

up being

Bikes and
pedestrians
sharing the
sidewalk on

Amory?

That right (southbound)
turn from Atherton to

Amory looks very tight. I
imagine a lot of riders

would cut off the corner
and hop down the curb

Street widths,
parking

locations, etc.
are hard to

picture

 A general comment on these
proposals – the on-street

parking on these streets creates
a lot of visibility issues, esp. at

corners. Would appreciate
efforts to improve visibility near

intersections with curb
extensions, esp. at corners

where the bike routes zig-zag.

Both traffic calming measures and
any kind of corner-specific

measures to improve visibility
(bumpouts etc.) are welcomed in
any/all of these areas- these will
help improve overall safety for
everyone in the neighborhood.

General
Comments

The reason that
Atherton is such a
popular cut-thru is

that it extends all the
way to Amory and

Lamartine. It is hard to
discourage this use.

 I think these practically work best
combined in some way

This is still complicated. Essentially all
options are needed. Need to consider
difference between people who bike
through the neighborhood and know

the desire lines and people who live on
the streets. Thinking about this from the

perspective of giving directions to
friends.

I liked Stacy's idea of having multiple
options depending on your origin &

destination

+1 for Stacy's comments. This still feels
pretty complicated for folks who don't
really know these roads. But still VERY
appreaciative of any improvements we

can make.

General comments: agreed with the problematic bike
accommodations on Boylston; I have been hit on my bike
on that corridor and I avoid it at all costs when riding with

my kid. Visibility due to high speeds/downhill and parking is
a difficulty as well as no real indication that bikes are

sharing the lane. Also, The northbound ramp onto the
Southwest Corridor at Stony Brook/Boylston St is not

comfortable for westbound bikes headed north. If that is
the preferred route, I would recommend coordinating (with

DCR?) to improve that path access

+1 to Stacy – sometimes I want to use
Boylston to get to the bodega on the

corner of Amory; sometimes I want to
use School because it's a more direct

route. These streets get used for a lot of
short bike trips w/in the neighborhood
in addition to longer trips between the

SW Corridor and Franklin Park

Will there be a similar
accommodation at the
other end of Franklin

Park, such as Glen Road
and Green St.?

What needs to happen to help advocate for
getting rid of parking on one side of the streets on
some of these streets? I think that's really the only
option to make biking safe on streets where there

wont be a dedicated bike lane. Traffic calming
measures don't usually do enough (as anyone

who has ridden down paul gore will attest).
Follow-up: Boylston is the main issue.

Are you planning bike
parking in or near the

Egleston business
district?

Arcadia is a lot easier
than Amory

Follow-up: easier to
cross main streets

than turn on and off
of them

The city needs to allocate parking permits that are
actually limited to the number of parking spaces that
exist (and gradually retire some of those permits over

time as people move out of the neighborhood to make
room for these kinds of improvements). Otherwise it's a

free-for-all and very difficult to overcome opposition
from drivers who feel entitled to free parking.

If there were more Zip
Cars in the vicinity,

perhaps people would
give up some of their

private vehicles & need
less parking space?

+1 for adding more
Zipcards in the area.

There are so few located
here, and they get

booked up so quickly

there is a bike lane on
northbound

Columbus (Seaver St).
How does it tie into

this route?

Are bikes subject to the traffic
restrictions on School St? i.e.
will they have to avoid School

during bus hours?

Follow-up: Bikes technically
should not be passing busses

(just as cars should not be)

So with this
option, school st

would change
directions at

wash st?

Am I the only one who
thinks that you are just

pushing traffic onto
other streets?

IMO "option 2"
makes a lot more

sense for this
segment

Maybe designate "no
parking" hours between
Dixwell and Sch. St. Place

during pickup/dropoff hours
so that bikes can still get

around buses?

Follow-up: safety is important
especially around elementary

school kids

Good point re: not
passing stopped

buses. If it were me I
might just dismount

and walk the two
blocks on the

sidewalk

General comment: as a casual biker, I avoid routes
where you need to share the road with the traffic,

and prefer the safer separate bike lanes (preferably
with some sort of barrier between the lane and
traffic, like balustrades or parking spots). I think

solutions that include separate bike lanes are safer
and help encourage less experienced bikers to give

it a go

No preference between
the first two options.

Preference for option 2
in the second two

options (change the
direction of school

street up by Franklin
park).

can only join for a short
period but my STRONG
PREFERENCE is that we

need protected bike
corridors in all

neighborhoods in
Boston

If you have to pick
one or the other, I'd
say go with the more
comfortable (family-

friendly) option.

Designated paths should
be encouraged by

separation of Bike lanes
from shared traffic. All

streets will still share with
bikes. A designated lane is

important.

Follow-up. Should be clear
green line from start to

finish.
Yeah – better wayfinding

signage is needed citywide,
but esp. here if you're

proposing zig-zagging or
contraflow bike routes.

and it's a huge problem to treat main thoroughfares like
Columbus Av as a non bike route. Columbus is the direct

route to downtown/Dorchester/JP
the bikes will go there anyway so you're just inviting conflict

and death if you don't build for bikes
also there are businesses there. people will need to bike!

I like the Atherton to
Arcadia to School St. as

the Designated route. Ans
I like School St. to

continue its route from
Amory to Walnut.

I'd also like to
see what the

suggestest bike
routes are for

key destinations
like the library
and the YMCA

Related: And
Stony Brook T

station (as a key
destination)

Option 2 between Washington and Franklin
Park, while it doesn't have a designated

bike lane downhill so bikes would need to
share with cars in that direction (which can

feel less safe), it does avoid the issue in
Option 1 of the bike lane needing to be

traversed by school kids. Wonder if there's
a way to accomplish both so that there

doesn't need to be a tradeoff.

Follow-up: biking downhill with traffic could
be ok if traffic is calmed

also why are you trying to "improve" car traffic? the
more you incentivize car traffic, the more car traffic

you will generate. 

Doesn't Boston have climate goals to decrease
emissions? World cities like Paris have been making
huge steps to remove parking and decrease driving

and shift to transit/walking/ bike mode share

Boston is a coastal city. you can't pretend climate
change isn't a massive risk that we are behind on

addressing

+1 for funding to address the Washington
Street Corridor as a whole in future- it's
hard to accurately address this smaller

area when so many of the
cars/bikes/pedestrians feed into it from

elsewhere, it's a whole system unto itself.

utility relocation should be included at
curb extension, reference the corner of

Amory and Boylston for a worst case
scenario.

Follow-up: Curb extension needs to be
navigable (no utilities in the way) for

them to serve their purpose well. Right
now you have to weave through these

areas. Complicated because they are all
owned by different entities.

At Washington/Boylston,
cars turn quickly off

Washington because of
parking lot at the corner

(no natural traffic calming)

How could art be incorporated
into this? Neighborways style

or collaboration with local
schools?

I'd definitely recommend
thinking about art

interventions - this is the right
neighbhood to experiement.

lots of families and kids

Comments from
6/9/2021 Session -

Noon to 2 PM

Comments from
6/10/2021 Session -

Noon to 2 PM

Jumpo\ng ahead to the SWC -Franklin
Park connection. Its been in place esinec

1885 when FL Olmsted desihned
Franklin park- Green St to Glen Road.
And sinec 1987 three bus routes from

Jackson Square.

Thank you! Counter-flow bike
lanes would be fantastic on

Atherton and School Street. I
try to avoid Boylston when I

bike given the curvature,
narrow widths, and limited

sightlines.

These proposals are so
exciting -- as an Atherton

St. resident & biker,
we've been waiting for
years for this! :) Love

option 2! (avoids losing
elevation down towards

Boylston)

What about biking down
Beethowen instead?
would be easier to
displace cars there

great insight that
shared lanes are much

more comfortable going
downhill! never thought

of that.

Recommend
study/more info on

broader traffic patterns
(Iffley, Montabello, etc.

and school drop off)
part of consideration?


